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Report on the ECI Members Forum held
at the Offices of Turner & Townsend on 3
April 2019.
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The question is how our members and the wider
industry sectors should implement Productivity
improvement. This is our focus.
Our plan is to leverage our ‘community’ to learn
from each other and from other industries. Who has
‘cracked the productivity challenge’ and how was it
achieved?
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Project performance in the changing oil price
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Our programme for 2019
1. Access to ECI archive/back catalogue
This will now be made available online on our
website, with all publications free to download from
a simple listing of hyperlink. We will update you
this link in our next email newsletter.
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4. Other actions
We will host another client roundtable in the
autumn, before the annual conference, with the
objective that contractors can attend too. This will
allow us to further socialise our productivity agenda.
We will also support other events around Europe,
including a roundtable in Milan with CMS Cameron
McKenna.
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3. Constructing Excellence events
Email: eci@bregroup.com
To strengthen cross-learning with the infrastructure
Web: www.eci-online.org
and construction sectors, the ECI community will be
Twitter: @eci_online
@constructingexc
invited to
forthcoming Constructing Excellence
events and communities of interest, including:
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Nuclear conference: 2nd May, London
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•
Member Forum focusing on Offsite
developments, 4th June, London
Constructing
committed to reducing its carbon impact.
• Excellence
G4C AnnualisConference,
Generation4Tech, 18th June, Leeds
•
Digital theme group
•
Performance Measurement Forum
See www.constructingexcellence.org.uk/events for
further details.
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